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• from a fixed hardware budget … 

• … produce as much MD trajectory as possible! 

• use tax payer’s money responsibly 

• therefore, measure MD performance and get 
hardware prices in an ongoing effort

MOTIVATION



• 2014: 

• RECAP: what were our conclusions in 2014/15? 

• UPDATE: hardware & software developments + their impact 

OUTLINE

Best Bang for Your Buck: GPU Nodes for GROMACS

Biomolecular Simulations

Carsten Kutzner,*[a] Szil!ard P!all,[b] Martin Fechner,[a] Ansgar Esztermann,[a]
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The molecular dynamics simulation package GROMACS runs

efficiently on a wide variety of hardware from commodity work-

stations to high performance computing clusters. Hardware fea-

tures are well-exploited with a combination of single instruction

multiple data, multithreading, and message passing interface

(MPI)-based single program multiple data/multiple program

multiple data parallelism while graphics processing units (GPUs)

can be used as accelerators to compute interactions off-loaded

from the CPU. Here, we evaluate which hardware produces tra-

jectories with GROMACS 4.6 or 5.0 in the most economical way.

We have assembled and benchmarked compute nodes with var-

ious CPU/GPU combinations to identify optimal compositions in

terms of raw trajectory production rate, performance-to-price

ratio, energy efficiency, and several other criteria. Although

hardware prices are naturally subject to trends and fluctuations,

general tendencies are clearly visible. Adding any type of GPU

significantly boosts a node’s simulation performance. For inex-

pensive consumer-class GPUs this improvement equally reflects

in the performance-to-price ratio. Although memory issues in

consumer-class GPUs could pass unnoticed as these cards do

not support error checking and correction memory, unreliable

GPUs can be sorted out with memory checking tools. Apart

from the obvious determinants for cost-efficiency like hardware

expenses and raw performance, the energy consumption of a

node is a major cost factor. Over the typical hardware lifetime

until replacement of a few years, the costs for electrical power

and cooling can become larger than the costs of the hardware

itself. Taking that into account, nodes with a well-balanced ratio

of CPU and consumer-class GPU resources produce the maxi-

mum amount of GROMACS trajectory over their lifetime. VC 2015
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Introduction

Many research groups in the field of molecular dynamics (MD)

simulation and also computing centers need to make deci-

sions on how to setup their compute clusters for running the

MD codes. A rich variety of MD simulation codes is available,

among them CHARMM,[1] Amber,[2] Desmond,[3] LAMMPS,[4]

ACEMD,[5] NAMD,[6] and GROMACS.[7,8] Here, we focus on GRO-

MACS, which is among the fastest ones, and provide a com-

prehensive test intended to identify optimal hardware in terms

of MD trajectory production per investment.

One of the main benefits of GROMACS is its bottom-up per-

formance-oriented design aimed at highly efficient use of the

underlying hardware. Hand-tuned compute kernels allow utilizing

the single instruction multiple data (SIMD) vector units of most

consumer and high performance computing (HPC) processor plat-

forms while OpenMP multithreading and GROMACS’ built-in

thread- message passing interface (MPI) library together with non-

uniform memory access (NUMA)-aware optimizations allow for

efficient intranode parallelism. Using a neutral-territory domain-

decomposition (DD) implemented with MPI, a simulation can be

distributed across multiple nodes of a cluster. Beginning with ver-

sion 4.6, the compute-intensive calculation of short-range non-

bonded forces can be off-loaded to graphics processing unit

(GPUs), while the CPU concurrently computes all remaining forces

such as long-range electrostatics, bonds, so forth, and updates the

particle positions.[9] Additionally, through multiple program multi-

ple data (MPMD) task-decomposition the long-range electrostatics

calculation can be off-loaded to a separate set of MPI ranks for bet-

ter parallel performance. This multilevel heterogeneous paralleliza-

tion has been shown to achieve strong scaling to as little as 100

particles per core, at the same time reaching high absolute appli-

cation performance on a wide range of homogeneous and hetero-

geneous hardware platforms.[10,11]

A lot of effort has been invested over the years in software

optimization, resulting in GROMACS being one of the fastest

MD software engines available today.[7,12] GROMACS runs on a

wide range of hardware, but some node configurations pro-

duce trajectories more economically than others. In this study,

we ask: What is the “optimal” hardware to run GROMACS on

and how can optimal performance be obtained?
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WHAT DO YOU WANT? 
general-purpose cluster for all kinds of applications 

▸ large RAM 

▸ nodes connected by a high-performance 
network 

▸ double-prec. GPU performance 

▸ large GPU memory

WHAT CAN WE SPARE? 
maximize cost-efficiency by specialization 

▸ GROMACS onlyX

80
%

max. sampling, many 
separate simulations

single long 
trajectories

WE OPTIMIZE FOR 
HIGH THROUGHPUT

run these @ national 
HPC centers

WHAT IS THE ‘OPTIMAL’ HARDWARE TO BUY?
20%

X

X
X X

even a 2M atom system requires only 225 MB GPU RAM

GROMACS uses 250 MB - 1 GB of CPU RAM per process



Our criteria: 

1. high performance-to-price (P/P) ratio 

2. low energy consumption 

3. reasonably high single-node performance 

4. low rack space requirements

IM
PO

RT
AN

CE
FIND OPTIMAL HARDWARE FOR GROMACS!



get prices + benchmark GROMACS 
performance for >50 hardware 
configurations 

12 CPU types + 13 GPU types 

2 benchmark systems: 

 MEM 80k atoms 

RIB 2 M atoms 

on each hardware determined fastest 
settings for running one simulation 

# MPI ranks 

# OpenMP threads 

# separate PME ranks

2014 EVALUATION SUMMARY

GROMACS 4.6
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2014 EVALUATION DETAILS

80K ATOMS MEM2M ATOMS RIB

GROMACS 4.6

first GPU yields largest 
performance boost

nodes with Tesla GPUs 
have same (low) P/P ratio 

as CPU nodes

adding too much GPU 
power hurts P/P ratio

GPUCPU

MEM

RIB



2018 
WHAT’S NEW?

1. Hardware: 
GPUs with higher performance 

2. Software: 
PME can be offloaded to the GPU  
(among many other features!) 

3. Benchmarks: 
(Slight) change of protocol



1. HARDWARE DEVELOPMENTS– GPUS 2014…2018



why not exclusively use GPUs with optimal 
performance to price (P/P) ratio?

1. HARDWARE: BUILDING A GPU NODE



2. SOFTWARE: GPU OFFLOADING SCHEMES
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CPU only
GROMACS 4.6
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GROMACS 2018 (PME-GPU)
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offloading approach works best when CPU / GPU resources are balanced 

if a run is CPU-bound, more GPU power won’t shorten the time step



GROMACS 2016
2M ATOMS

x2
80K ATOMS

only SR nonbondeds are 
offloaded to GPU

also LR part of PME runs 
on GPU SR+ 

LRSR

MEM

RIB

GPU calculates…

2. SOFTWARE: PME ON GPU



2. SOFTWARE: PME ON GPU

single-socket CPU nodes 
with strong GPU

single-socket CPU 
nodes with strong GPU

dual-socket dual GPU 
nodes, PME-GPU needs to be 

switched on manually

dual-socket dual GPU 
nodes, PME-GPU needs to be 

switched on manually

dual-socket dual GPU 
nodes, PME-GPU needs to be 

switched on manually

cluster health check using 80k atoms MEM benchmark



3. BENCHMARK PROTOCOL CHANGE - WHY?

CPU CPU

GPU GPU

We don’t want to penalize the aggregation of compute power  
(which may offer price and rack space savings!) 

How do we measure the performance of a node?  Ideally we get:

CPU

GPU

CPU

GPU

P(               ) = P(              )
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         SINGLE GPU           DUAL GPU DUAL GPU         AGGREGATE

new: one simulation per GPU  
GROMACS 2018

no change for nodes 
with 1 GPU

performance of “double” node 
matches 2x performance of 

single node

old: one simulation per node  
GROMACS 4.6



RESULTS 2018



PERFORMANCE TO PRICE 2018

80K ATOMS2M ATOMS

4x

6x5x

3x

3.5-4x 4-5x
GPUCPU

MEM

RIB



4-YEAR PERFORMANCE TO PRICE DEVELOPMENT

80K ATOMS2M ATOMS

2014…2018

GROMACS 4.6: 

2-3x

4x

6x5x

3x

3.5-4x 4-5x
GPUCPU

MEM

RIB



ENERGY EFFICIENCY

ADD ENERGY COSTS TO THE BILL 



ADD ENERGY COSTS TO THE BILL 
node costs taking into account energy + cooling (0.2 EUR / kWh) RIB



ADD ENERGY COSTS TO THE BILL 

16.8 ns/day

9.4 ns/day

2.1 ns/day

8.4 ns/day

4.9 ns/day

3.4 ns/day

node costs taking into account energy + cooling (0.2 EUR / kWh) RIB



ENERGY EFFICIENCY

2x E5-2670v2
2x E5-2670v2 + 780Ti

2x E5-2670v2 + 2x 780Ti
2x E5-2670v2 + 3x 780Ti
2x E5-2670v2 + 4x 780Ti

2x E5-2670v2 + 980
2x E5-2670v2 + 2x 980
2x E5-2670v2 + 3x 980
2x E5-2670v2 + 4x 980

2x E5-2680v2
2x E5-2680v2 + 980

2x E5-2680v2 + 2x 980
2x E5-2680v2 + 3x 980
2x E5-2680v2 + 4x 980

2x E5-2670v2 + 2x 1080Ti
E5-2630v4 + 1080Ti

E5-2630v4 + 2x 1080Ti
E3-1240v6

E3-1240v6 + 1080
EPYC7401P

EPYC7401P + 2x 1080Ti
EPYC7401P + 4x 1080Ti

0 € 500 € 1000 € 1500 € 2000 € 2500 €

hardware
power + cooling

GROMACS 4.6

GROMACS 2018

trajectory costs per microsecond RIB for 5 years of operation

0.6x

0.5x

0.6x

0.3x

0.3x



ENERGY EFFICIENCY

2x E5-2670v2
2x E5-2670v2 + 780Ti

2x E5-2670v2 + 2x 780Ti
2x E5-2670v2 + 3x 780Ti
2x E5-2670v2 + 4x 780Ti

2x E5-2670v2 + 980
2x E5-2670v2 + 2x 980
2x E5-2670v2 + 3x 980
2x E5-2670v2 + 4x 980

2x E5-2680v2
2x E5-2680v2 + 980

2x E5-2680v2 + 2x 980
2x E5-2680v2 + 3x 980
2x E5-2680v2 + 4x 980

2x E5-2670v2 + 2x 1080Ti
E5-2630v4 + 1080Ti

E5-2630v4 + 2x 1080Ti
E3-1240v6

E3-1240v6 + 1080
EPYC7401P

EPYC7401P + 2x 1080Ti
EPYC7401P + 4x 1080Ti

0 € 500 € 1000 € 1500 € 2000 € 2500 €

hardware
power + cooling

GROMACS 4.6

GROMACS 2018

trajectory costs per microsecond RIB for 5 years of operation

0.6x

0.5x

0.6x

0.3x

0.3x

most energy efficient: 
upgrade of discharged 
nodes with new GPUs



S

CONCLUSIONS

compared to CPU nodes or nodes with Tesla GPUs, 
nodes with consumer GPUs yield significantly higher trajectory output per invested Euro 

taking into account raw node price: 2–3 x  for GROMACS 4.6, and 3–6 x  for GROMACS 2018 

including energy costs: about               2 x  for GROMACS 4.6, and      3 x  for GROMACS 2018 

PME on GPU… 

…moves the optimal hardware balance even more towards the GPU side 
(4–8 cores / 1080Ti) 

…allows to cheaply upgrade old nodes with state-of-the-art GPUs!



OUTLOOK

upgrade old E5-2670v2 nodes (2x 10 cores 
@ 2.8 GHz) with 2 or 4 GTX 1080Ti. 

benchmark configurations with AMD GPUs 
(e.g. VEGA64) 

want to compare your own hardware and 
contribute to benchmarking? 
https://www.mpibpc.mpg.de/grubmueller/
bench has various benchmark .tprs for 
download (CC licensed, also FE 
benchmarks) 

keep an updated list of benchmark results 
for the most recent GROMACS version 

https://www.mpibpc.mpg.de/grubmueller/bench
https://www.mpibpc.mpg.de/grubmueller/bench
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